
THE HOTEL DINING 
FACILITIES



Dining 
facilities

■ Restaurants

■ Coffee shops

■ Bars

■ Pastry shops

■ Banqueting rooms 

■ Cocktail lounges



Restaurant consists of:
■ Dining room 

■ Kitchen 



Atmosphere & 
excellent 
standard of 
service

■ Atmosphere:

Cozy/pleasant/relaxed atmosphere

■ Comfortable dining environment

■ Staff:

Hospitable and efficient staff



READING 
COMPREHEN
SION

1. What dining facilities does the hotel offer?

2. What meals are served in the Foyer?

3. In what manner is tea served?

4. What kinds of food are served with tea?

5. What is the Bar famous for?

6. What alcoholic beverages are served in the bar 
and how?

7. What are working hours of the bar?

8. When is the Bar available for private hire? What 
events can be organized in the bar?

9. What does the Restaurant look like?

10. What is the Restaurant’s dress code?

11. How many people can the Restaurant take?

12. What kinds of cuisine does the Restaurant 
serve?

13. What menus does the Restaurant offer?

14. What events are private dining and meeting 
rooms suitable for?

Read the text on page 129 and answer 

the questions on page  132.

Foyer /ˈfɔɪ.eɪ/

a large open area just inside 

the entrance of a public building such 

as a theatre or a hotel, 

where people can wait and meet each 

other



Match the words

music

manner

choice

cuisine

wine

atmosphere

menu

waiter

environment

attire 

1. Relaxed / Pleasant

2. Simple / sophisticated

3. smart / casual

4. Imaginative / classical

5. Vintage / fine

6. excellent/ Wide 

7. Live/ recorded

8. Gracious/ comfortable

9. Efficient/ courteous

10.A la carte/ seasonal



Complete the sentences with the word 
described in the brackets.

1. He drinks only expensive champagnes. (of  high  quality  made  in  a  
particular year )

2. I like Chinese .  (style  of cooking)

3. Everybody enjoyed the cheerful of our office. (general feeling or mood  
of a    place)

4. How much champagne will we need for the ?

(a  social  event  to  celebrate  or  introduce  something new )

5. I don’t think that jeans are appropriate for a wedding. (clothes  of  
formal type)

6. The company’s president made a speech at the .

(a large formal meal for many  people)

7. If the weather’s nice, we could have a in the park. (a meal  that  you  
eat  outside in  an  informal  way )



Cross out the odd word in each line.

■ breakfast lunch dinner cover

■ Reception coffee launch banquet cocktail party 

■ fresh fine vintage red white

■ meal food dish cover

■ plate fork knife bottle glass napkin

■ smart casual formal comfortable live elegant



Ex 6.In the text find words that correspond 
to the following definitions:     

A. describes  wine  of  high  quality  that  was  made  in  a  particular year,  and

which can  be  kept for several  years  in order  to improve it

A. (of a performance) seen while it is   happening

B. taking care of one’s health and eating only what is good for health

C. relating  to  a  large company

D. salty or spicy and not sweet in   taste

E. a  style  of cooking

F. a part of a meal which is served separately from the other parts

G. the glasses, plates, knives and forks, etc. which one person needs for eating a 
meal, arranged on a  table

H. a food that is used with other foods in the preparation of a particular dish



Ex. 7.Complete the following sentences 
describing dining facilities. 

– The hotel is famous for 

– The bar is famous for 

– The bar is available for 

– Our private dining rooms are suitable for 

– Our bar is an ideal place for 

Now make your own sentences about dining facilities



The passive 
voice

■ We offer tea in the Foyer.

■ Tea  is offered in the Foyer.

■ In the Present Simple tense the 

Passive Voice is:

am / is / are + Past Participle of 

the main   verb

■ In the Past Simple tense the 

Passive Voice is:

Was/were + Past Participle



Present simple A or P?

1. It’s a big factory.  Five hundred people ___________ (employ) 
there.

2. Water (cover) most of the Earth’s  surface.

3. Most of the Earth’s surface (cover) by water.

4. The park gates (lock) at 6.30 p.m.  every evening.

5. The company is independent. It (not own) by a much larger 
company.

6. Where ___________ (the wine/produce)?



Past simple A and P

1. The letter ____(post) a week ago and it _____ (arrive) 

yesterday.

2. I was born in London   but I (grow) up in  the north of England.

3. While I was on holiday,   my camera (steal) from my hotel room.

4. While I was on holiday, my camera (disappear) from my hotel room.

5. Why (Sue/resign) from her job?  Didn’t she enjoy it?

6. Why (Bill/sack)  from  his  job? What  did he do wrong?

7. Where(these photographs/take)?  In London? (you/take) them?



Irregular verbs – tic-tac-toe

■ Go

■ Be

■ Do

■ Make

■ Drink

■ Give

■ Bring

■ Buy

■ Eat

■ Come

■ Feed

■ Feel

■ Fly

■ Forget

■ Know

■ Pay

■ Say

■ Sell

■ Sit

■ write

■ went-gone

■ was/were-been

■ did-done

■ made-made

■ drank-drunk

■ gave-given

■ brought-brought

■ bought-bought

■ ate-eaten

■ came-come

■ fed-fed

■ felt-felt

■ flew-flown

■ forgot-forgotten

■ knew-known

■ paid-paid

■ said-said

■ sold-sold

■ sat-sat

■ wrote-written



Present simple/Past Simple A or P?

■ How many newspapers ….. (print) in Britain every day?

■ Where….. (you/get off) the train last night?

■ Who….. (thus play/write) by?

■ We ….(wake up) very late.

■ German….. (speak) in Germany.

■ The royal wedding….(watch) by millions.

■ Nowadays, a lot of computers …. (make) in Korea.

■ The day ….. (not be) sunny.

■ The Harry Potter films….. (not direct) by Spielberg.


